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New high-precision measurements ofps $g, pd andps $g, gd cross sections and beam asymmetries have
been combined with other polarization ratios in a simultaneous analysis of both reactions. Compton
scattering has provided two important new constraints on the photopion amplitude. TheE2yM1
mixing ratio for the N ! D transition extracted from this analysis isf23.0 6 0.3sstat1 systd 6

0.2 smodeldg%. Both data and analysis of this work are in conflict with recent results from Mainz.
[S0031-9007(97)04646-2]

PACS numbers: 14.20.Gk, 11.80.Et, 13.60.Fz, 13.60.Le
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The properties of the transition from the nucleon to th
Ds1232d serve as a benchmark for models of nucleon stru
ture. To first order,N ! D photoexcitation is dominated
by a simpleM1 quark spin-flip transition. At higher order,
small L  2 components in theN andD wave functions
allow this excitation to proceed via an electric quadrupo
transition. Since nucleon models differ greatly on th
mechanisms used to generate theseL  2 components,
Refs. [1–4], the ratio ofE2yM1 transitions (EMR) pro-
vides a sensitive test for structure models.

The isospint  3
2 D decays with a 99.4% branch topN

final states and with a 0.6%gN branch back to the nucleon
ground state (Compton scattering). The mostE2 sensitive
observable is the beam asymmetry inps $g, p0d, and the
first precision measurements of this ratio were made at
Laser Electron Gamma Source (LEGS) [5]. These da
and preliminary asymmetries from the present experime
have been used to fix the parameters in a number
models. In particular, the fittedgND couplings of the
chiral Lagrangian model of Davidson, Mukhopadhyay, an
Wittman (DMW) [6] yielded an EMR of22.7% [7], while
Sato and Lee (SL) deduced21.8% from their meson-
exchange model [3].

There has been a recent measurement of theps $g, pd
reaction in Mainz, and an EMR of22.5% was extracted
using a simple analysis of thep0 channel alone [8], in
which potential multipole ambiguities were ignored. I
this paper we focus on minimizing ambiguities in th
extraction of theE2 and M1 multipoles. We report
an improved value for the EMR that is constrained b
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new measurements from LEGS with two new observ
ables. We also investigate the potentially large effects
adding additional constraints to the analysis of the Main
data in [8].

At any energy, a minimum of eight independent observ
ables are necessary to specify the photopion amplitu
[9]. Such complete information has never been availab
and previous analyses have relied almost exclusively
only four, the cross section and the three single polariz
tion asymmetries,S (linearly polarized beam),T (target),
and P (recoil nucleon). Thep0 and p1 channels have
generally been measured separately, each with indep
dent systematic errors which further complicates the sit
ation. Thet  3

2 M1 and E2 components can still be
extracted from a fit to a multipole expansion of the
amplitude. But constraints from many observables a
needed to avoid Donnachie’s ambiguity [10] of highe
partial wave strength appearing in lower partial wave
and vice versa. In the work reported here,ps $g, p0d,
ps $g, p1d, andps $g, gd cross sections and beam asymme
tries have all been measured in a single experiment, a
a dispersion calculation of Compton scattering has be
used to provide two new constraints on the photopio
multipoles.

At LEGS, polarized taggedg-ray beams between 209
and 333 MeV were produced by backscattering laser lig
from 2.6 GeV electrons at the National Synchrotron Ligh
Source. Beams, with linear polarizations greater than 80
and known to61%, were flipped between orthogonal
states at random intervals between 150 and 450 s.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4337
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Both Compton scattering andp0 production have a
proton and at least one photon in their final states, and o
goal of this experiment was the first complete separati
of these two processes. This was accomplished by
large overdetermination of kinematic parameters. The tw
reactions were distinguished by comparing theirg-ray and
proton-recoil energies. High energyg rays were detected
in a large NaI(Tl) crystal, while recoil protons were tracke
through wire chambers and stopped in an array of plas
scintillators. A schematic of this arrangement and
spectrum showing the separation of the two channels
given in [11]. All detector efficiencies were determine
directly from the data itself, an important advantage of th
technique. For the Compton events, the solid angle w
determined by the proton detectors.

For thep0 channel the solid angle was a convolution o
both the proton-recoil and theg-ray detector acceptances
The uncertainty in the geometric solid angle was sampl
by imposing successive proton acceptance andg-ray en-
ergy cuts. The netp0 cross sections were computed a
the mean of these different analyses, and their stand
deviation was combined in quadrature with the statistic
error s,1%d to yield a netmeasurementerror.

Charged pions were detected in six NaI detectors,
cluding the large crystal used for the Compton andp0

channels, preceded by wire chambers. The recoil neut
was not detected. The beam energy and pion angle de
mined thep1 energy. This resulted in spectra dominate
by narrow peaks with tails due to nuclear reactions a
p ! m ! e decay. The high resolution of the NaI de
tectors was essential in determiningp1 efficiencies, which
were simulated withGEANT [12] using GCALOR to model
hadronic interactions [13]. Systematic effects were com
bined in quadrature with statistical errorss,1%d for a net
measurementerror.

In the vicinity of the D peak, the spin-averagedp0,
p1, and Compton cross sections determined in this e
periment are all consistently higher than earlier measu
ments from Bonn [14–17], while for energies lower tha
,270 MeV substantial agreement is observed. In this Le
ter we present results at 323 and 265 MeV as examples
these energy regions. Angular distributions forps $g, p0d,
ps $g, p1d, andps $g, gd are shown with theirmeasurement
errors as solid circles in Fig. 1. In addition, all cros
sections are locked together with a common systema
scale uncertainty, due to possible flux and target thickne
variations, of 2%.

Recent Mainz cross sections forps $g, p0d (open circles)
[8], and older Bonn data [14], are both noticeably lowe
than our results and those of [18] near theD peak.

Of previous p1 cross section measurements, cent
panel, those from Tokyo [20] (cross-hatched squares)
closest to the present work.

In the right panel, two recent Compton measuremen
from Mainz at 90± and 75± are shown as open circles
[22,23]. These data sets are in quite good agreement w
the present work over our full energy range. As discuss
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in [11], earlier 90± Compton cross sections from Bonn
[17] are about 28% too low in the vicinity of theD peak.
Whatever their error, it is likely to be common to all angles
measured with the same detector. The Bonn results a
shown here, rescaled by 1.28 (open squares). The result
angular distribution is in reasonable agreement with th
present work.

To obtain a consistent description of these results w
have performed an energy-dependent analysis, expand
the p-production amplitude into electric and magnetic
partial waves,Et

,6 and Mt
,6, with relative pN angular

momentum,, and intermediate-state spinj  , 6 1
2 and

isospint  1
2 or 3

2 . Our measured angular distributions
cannot be adequately reproduced without varying theD
wave contributions in the region of theD. Because the
highest partial wave in a multipole expansion is inherentl
prone to ambiguities [10], we fit up toF waves, while
keeping the Born terms up to order,  19.

The sg, pd multipoles were parametrized with aK-
matrix-like unitarization,

At
,6  fAt

BsEgd 1 a1ep 1 a2e2
p 1 a3Q2p sEg 2 E2p

g d2g

3 s1 1 iT,
pN d 1 b ? T ,

pN . (1)

Here, Eg and ep are the beam and correspondingp1

kinetic energies, andAt
B is the full pseudovector Born

multipole, includingr and v t-channel exchange [26].
The SAID(SM95) values are used for thepN scattering
T -matrix elements [25]. Below2p threshold,E2p

g 

309 MeV, T ,
pN reduces to sinsd,deid, , d,sEgd being the

elastic pN phase shift, ands1 1 iT,
pN d  cossd,deid,.

Thus Eq. (1) explicitly satisfies Watson’s theorem [27
below E2p

g and provides a consistent, albeit model
dependent, procedure for maintaining unitarity at highe
energies. When a singles-channel resonance dominates
a partial wave having only one open decay chann
the last term in (1) exactly reduces to a Breit-Wigne
energy dependence. Theb term was fixed at zero for
all multipoles exceptM

3y2
11 , E

3y2
11 , andM

1y2
12 , the first two

describingM1 andE2 N ! P33 excitation and the latter
allowing for a possible tail from theP11 resonance. The
other terms describe the nonresonant background, w
the ai included to account for non-Born contributions
Each fitted multipole contains a term ina1, while the
additionala2 term is used only inE

1y2
01 , M

3y2
11 , andE

3y2
11 .

The a3 term containing the unit Heaviside step function
Q2p (1 for Eg . 309 MeV) is used only in theE01

amplitudes to accommodate possible effects fromS-wave
2p production.

Once thesg, pd multipoles are specified, the imaginary
parts of the six Compton helicity amplitudes are com
pletely determined by unitarity, and dispersion integral
can be used to calculate their real parts. Of these, on
the two associated with helicity flip converge slowly. One
is dominated byt-channelp0 exchange (fixed by thep0

lifetime), while the other can be recast into a sum rule fo
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with
by solid
FIG. 1. Cross sections (top row), and polarization asymmetriesS  ssk 2 s'dyssk 1 s'd (bottom row), from the present work
(solid points) forps $g, p0d (left panel),ps $g, p1d (center panel), andps $g, gd (right panel), together with published data:psg, p0d
[8,14,18,19];psg, p1d [15,16,20,21];psg, gd [17,22–24] (see text). Results are shown for 265 (323) MeV beam energy
scales on the left (right) of each plot. Predictions from our multipole fit are shown with uncertainties as bands bounded
curves. Predictions from the SAID(SP97k) multipoles [25] are given by dash-dotted curves.
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the nucleon polarizabilities. To predict thesg, gd observ-
ables from thesg, pd amplitude we have implemented
the computation of L’vov and co-workers [28]. The
evaluation of the dispersion integrals requiressg, pd mul-
tipoles outside the range of the present work. For this w
have used the SAID(SM95) solution up to 1.5 GeV [25
and estimates from Regge theory for higher energies [2
Reasonable variations in these extrapolations do not res
in significant changes within our energy range. The po
larizabilities can also be extracted from this analysis, b
they have only small effects on theN ! D amplitudes
and will be discussed in a separate publication.

We report here a summary of the results of a fit to th
parameters of thesg, pd multipoles, minimizingx2 for
both predictedsg, pd andsg, gd observables. In this fit we
have usedps $g, p0d, ps $g, p1d, andps $g, gd cross sections
only from the present experiment, since these are lock
together with a small common scale uncertainty, and au
mented our beam asymmetry data with other published p
larizationratios(in which systematic errors tend to cancel)
These include our earlierSsp0d data [5],hTsp0d, T sp1dj
data from Bonn [29],hT sp0d, Psp0d, T sp1d, Psp1dj data
from Khar’kov [19,21], and the few beam-target asymme
try pointshGsp1d, Hsp1dj from Khar’kov [30]. Systema-
tic scale corrections were fitted following the procedur
of Ref. [31]. Although2p production near threshold is
quite small, the model dependences associated with ma
taining unitarity at higher energies increase rapidly. T
minimize these we have limited the fitting interval from
200 to 350 MeV.
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The predictions from the fittedsg, pd multipoles are
shown in the figure as pairs of solid curves to indicate t
corresponding uncertainty bands. The reducedx2 for this
analysis isx2

df  997ys644 2 34d  1.63.
The EMR for N ! D is just the ratio of fittedb co-

efficients in Eq. (1) for theE
3y2
11 and M

3y2
11 multipoles,

20.0296 6 0.0021. [The quantity often compared to

theoretical calculations isR
3y2
EM  ImsE3y2

11 dyImsM3y2
11 d at

the energy wheredP33  90±. From our fit, R
3y2
EM 

20.0294 6 0.0022, which is indistinguishable from our
EMR since the inelasticities are very small ands1 1

iT,
pN d . cossd,deid,  0 at dP33  90±.] The fitting er-

rors reflect all statistical and systematic uncertainties. T
full unbiased estimateof the uncertainty is

p
x2 larger [32].

We have studied the variations that result from truncati
the multipoles atD waves, using a differentpN phase
shift solution [33], allowing for differences in energy cal
ibration between photoproduction andpN scattering, and
varying the assumptions used to compute the Compton d
persion integrals [28]. The EMR is most sensitive to th
multipole order and to the energy scale. Combining the
modeluncertainties in quadrature leads to our result:

EMR  f23.0 6 0.3 sstat1 systd 6 0.2 smodeldg% .

Predictions from the recent SAID(SP97k) multipole
[25], which fit only thesg, pd reaction [including Bonn
cross sections [14,15], the Mainzp0 data [8], and our
Ssp0d data], are shown in the figures as dash-dott
curves. For this solution,R

3y2
EM  21.1%.
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To investigate effects of lowersg, pd cross sections
that dominate the SAID database we have repeated o
analysis, substituting Bonn values from [14,15] for ou
own sg, pd cross sections while keeping our Comp
ton data and the same set of polarization asymmetrie
The results are summarized Table I (row 3). The effe
on the EMR is substantial and accounts for the lowe
SAID value.

In Ref. [8], a fit to the recent Mainzp0 cross section
and Ssp0d data, neglecting contributions beyondS and
P waves, was used to extract an EMR off22.5 6

0.2 sstatd 6 0.2 ssystdg%. The Mainz data agree with
Bonn cross sections [14] and LEGSSsp0d data, and thus
should correspond to row 3 of Table I. The factor of 2
difference between thes21.3 6 0.2d% value of row 3 and
their reported result reflects ambiguities in their attempt
constrain the pion amplitude with only 2 observables.

Various theoretical techniques have been used to se
rate theN ! D component. Our result can be directly
compared with models, such as DMW [6] and SL [3]
that report ratios ofgND couplings deduced with a
K-matrix type unitarization equivalent to Eq. (1). We
have refit the DMW parameters to our multipoles, with
the result EMR 23.0% 1 0.2y 2 0.3. This and the
result of SL who fitted their parameters to the Bon
cross sections and ourhSsp0d, Ssp1dj data are listed
in Table I. The EMR values from these models ar
consistent with the set ofsg, pd cross sections that were
used to fix their parameters.

To summarize recent data and analyses, there are t
new sets of measurements ofpsg, pd and psg, gd, the
Mainz experiments reported in [8,22,23] and the LEG
experiment reported here and in [11]. While Compto
cross sections measured in the two labs agree,psg, pd
cross sections do not. The EMR value quoted in [8
appears to agree with that of the present work, but th
may be accidental since their fitting procedure does n
properly constrain thepsg, pd amplitude. A consistent
analysis applied to both groups of data yields EMR value
different by more than a factor of 2. The source of thi
difference is thepsg, pd cross sections scale, and the
advantage of the LEGS data lies in the fact that bo
psg, pd and psg, gd channels are locked together with
a small common systematic scale uncertainty.

TABLE I. Dependence of the EMR onpsg, pd cross sec-
tions. Rows 1 and 3 summarize our multipole fit topsg, pd
and psg, gd using unpolarizedpsg, pd results from this work
(row 1), and substituting Bonn cross sections from [14,15] fo
our own while keeping all other observables fixed (row 3).

Source ds

dV sg, pd EMR(%) x
2
df

sg, pd 1 sg, gd fit LEGS 23.0 6 0.3 1.63
Fit to DMW LEGS 23.0 6 0.2y 2 0.3
sg, pd 1 sg, gd fit Bonn 21.3 6 0.2 1.89
Sato-Lee [3] Bonn 21.8 6 0.9
4340
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